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Abstract
It has been intensely debated whether visual stimuli are processed to the point of
semantic analysis in the absence of awareness. In the present study, we
measured the extent to which the meaning of a stimulus was registered using the
N400 component of human event-related potentials (ERPs), a highly sensitive
index of the semantic mismatch between a stimulus and the context in which it is
presented. Observers judged the semantic relatedness of a context and target
word while ERPs were recorded under continuous flash suppression (Experiment
1 and 2) and binocular rivalry (Experiment 3). Finally, we parametrically
manipulated the visibility of the target word by increasing the contrast between
the target word and the suppressive stimulus presented to the other eye
(Experiment 4). We found that the amplitude of the N400 was attenuated with
increasing suppression depth and was absent whenever the observers could not
discriminate the meaning of suppressed words. We discuss these findings in the
context of single-process models of consciousness which can account for a large
body of empirical evidence obtained from visual masking, attentional
manipulations and, now, interocular suppression paradigms.
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Introduction
Interocular suppression represents a potentially powerful means for learning
what aspects of visual processing transpire even in the absence of awareness
(Kim and Blake, 2005; Lin and He, 2009) and for identifying brain areas involved
in those visual processes (Haynes and Rees, 2005; Tong et al., 2006; Lee et al.,
2007; Sterzer et al., 2008; Wunderlich et al., 2005). In this paper we focus on the
unresolved debate about whether a visual stimulus blocked from awareness by
interocular suppression still undergoes semantic analysis, because previous
work provides conflicting answers to this question.

Results from several psychophysical studies indicate that the meaning of a
stimulus is not registered during interocular suppression, where “meaning” can
refer to the semantics of written words (Zimba and Blake, 1983; Blake, 1988) or
to the identity of everyday objects (Cave et al., 1998; Moradi et al., 2005).
However, other findings point to a different conclusion. For example, it has been
reported that stimuli blocked from awareness by interocular suppression
nonetheless can guide spatial attention (Jiang et al., 2006) and can facilitate
responses to meaningfully congruent stimuli presented immediately after these
‘invisible’ inputs (Almeida et al., 2008). Moreover, target words presented under
binocular rivalry suppression become visible earlier if they are semantically
related to clearly visible context words compared to trials in which the
suppressed words are semantically unrelated to the context words (Costello et al.
2009).
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In the present study we have used a sensitive electrophysiological index of
semantic processing, the N400 component, to clarify the extent to which visually
presented words are processed in the absence of awareness. The N400 is an
event-related potential (ERP) waveform that measures the degree to which two
stimuli are semantically congruent. For example, when a clearly visible context
word and target word are presented in sequence, the target word produces a
more negative-going potential beginning approximately 300-400 msec
poststimulus when that target word is semantically unrelated to the context word
compared to when the context and target words are semantically related (Kutas
and Hillyard, 1980; Lau et al., 2008; Kutas and Federmeier, 2011). The
advantage of using this ERP component is that we can directly measure brain
activity during this specific cognitive operation even in the absence of awareness
of the meaningful stimuli that ordinarily engage that operation (Luck et al., 1996;
Vogel et al., 2005).

Materials and Methods
Participants
Thirty-eight adults with normal color vision, acuity, and neurological history
volunteered and were compensated $10 per hour for their participation. Six
participated in Experiment 1 (3 were female), eight participated in Experiment 2
(6 were female), eight in Experiment 3 (4 were female), and 16 in Experiment 4
(11 of which were female). All volunteers provided informed consent prior to their
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participation in the study, which was approved by Vanderbilt University’s
Institutional Review Board. We excluded observers whose semantic judgment
accuracy was above 60% correct under conditions of suppression with a concern
that suppression might be incomplete using the range of luminance values
available with our monitor.

Apparatus
Observers were seated 114 cm from a computer screen and responded using a
gamepad (Logitech Precision, Switzerland). All stimuli were presented on a light
green background (x=0.41, y0.51, 47.5 cd/m2) using the Psychophysics Toolbox3 (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) in conjunction with Matlab (Mathworks, MA). Two
rival stimuli were presented to the two eyes using the anaglyph method (i.e., red
and green glasses).

Electrophysiological Recording and Analysis
We recorded the electroencephalogram (EEG) from tin electrodes embedded in
an elastic cap (Electro-Cap International, Eaton, OH). The caps contained a
subset of the International 10/20 System sites (Fz, Cz, Pz, F3, F4, C3, C4, P3,
P4, PO3, PO4, T3, T4, T5, T6, O1 and O2) in addition to two non-standard sites
(OL, placed halfway between O1 and T5; OR, placed halfway between O2 and
T6). These electrodes were referenced online to the right mastoid, and rereferenced offline to the average of the right and left mastoid (Nunez and
Srinivasan, 2006). We recorded the horizontal electrooculogram (EOG) from two
5

electrodes placed approximately 1 cm from the external canthus of each eye and
an electrode placed approximately 3 cm below the left eye, referenced to the
right mastoid, measured vertical EOG. Signals were amplified using an SA
Instrumentation amplifier with a gain of 20,000 and a bandpass of 0.01-100 Hz.
The amplified signals were digitized by a PC-compatible computer at a rate of
250 Hz and averaged offline. We rejected individual trials with eye movements,
blinks, muscle noise, or amplifier saturation prior to averaging. The ERP
waveforms were timelocked to the onset of the target words and baseline
corrected to the interval -200 msec to 0 msec before target-word onset.
Waveforms were low-pass filtered (two-way least-squares FIR filtering with 0Hz
and 35Hz for low and high end of frequency band) for presentation in the figures
only; the analyses were performed on the unfiltered mean voltages.

Stimuli and Procedure of Experiment 1
To create interocular suppression, we generated Mondrian patches that filled a
square frame (Tsuchiya and Koch, 2005). Within each square Mondrian frame
(4.7° X 4.7°), 200 rectangular patches of different luminance (3-61cd/m2) and
size (0.1-0.8° edge lengths) were randomly drawn over different positions. The
contrast of the entire Mondrian was calculated by computing the difference
between the maximum and the minimum luminance levels of the rectangular
patches divided by the maximum luminance range of the monitor. The random
luminance levels of the rectangular patches that composed each Mondrian were
constrained such that the mean luminance level of each Mondrian was
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approximately equal to the average background luminance level (28 cd/m2).
During each trial, four Mondrian frames were presented for 100 msec each, in a
contiguous temporal sequence. Target words were drawn using capital letters at
30% contrast and context words were drawn at 100% contrast. The contrast of
the words was calculated by the luminance difference between the background
and the luminance of the words divided by the luminance of the background. The
size of each character was approximately 0.37° X 0.37° using a monospace
regular Courier font. On suppression trials, the target word and Mondrian patches
were presented to different eyes and for the dioptic-control trials the same target
words were also embedded within the third Mondrain patch so that the target
word was presented to both eyes. A black frame (4.7° X 4.7°, line width 0.24°)
was presented dioptically to promote binocular fusion.

Our word stimuli consisted of 240 related word pairs drawn from previous N400
studies (Luck et al., 1996; Vogel et al., 1998). Four sets of related pairs of words
were prepared with 60 related pairs of words in each set. For each observer, two
sets were used assigned to the suppression trials and the other two sets were
used for the dioptic-control trials. Within each trial type, one set was used for
related pairs and the other one was used to create unrelated pairs by swapping
target words (as in ref. Vogel et al., 1998). To equate stimulus energy across
observers, the stimuli were counterbalanced across related versus unrelated trial
types.
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Figure 1a illustrates the stimulus sequence on each trial in Experiment 1. Each
trial began with the presentation of a fixation point for 900 msec followed by the
presentation of the context word to both eyes for 1 sec. Following another 1-sec
presentation of the fixation point, the Mondrian frames were presented to one
eye for 400 msec, changing their patterns at every 100 msec. A target word was
presented for 100 msec, beginning 200 msec after the onset of the Mondrian
patches. On the dioptic-control trials, the target word was presented to both eyes
and on the critical suppression trials the target was presented to only the eye
where the Mondrians were not shown. Observers were instructed to fixate for
500 msec after the offset of the Mondrian patches and then to report whether the
pairs of words were semantically related or not using two different buttons on the
game pad. Observers used their left- or right-hand index fingers to press one of
two buttons indicating whether the target word was related or unrelated to the
context word. The button mapping between left and right hands associated with
each response (related/unrelated) was counterbalanced across observers. If
observers were not aware of a given target word, they were required to make a
response anyway by guessing. Responses were not speeded and accuracy was
stressed.

Stimuli and Procedure of Experiment 2
Experiment 2 was identical to Experiment 1 with the following exceptions. The
target word onset and its duration were set to correspond to those used in a
recent study by Costello et al. (2009). Specifically, the context word was
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presented for 1 sec, after a 900 msec fixation interval, and the Mondrian frames
were presented immediately after the context word for 700 msec, changing their
patterns every 100 msec. In order to reduce incomplete suppression associated
with visual transients (Walker and Powell, 1979; Blake et al., 1990), the contrast
of the target word was gradually increased, 100msec after the onset of the
Mondrian frames, such that its contrast changed for the first 300 msec and then
remained at its maximum contrast level for 300 msec. The contrast of the target
words was set individually for each observer. The contrast level was set at 33%
at first and then reduced to 25% if observers could see at 33% contrast level
(mean contrast level ~ 27%). The contrast of the Mondrian frame was set to
100%. Figure 2a illustrates the stimulus sequence on each trial of Experiment 2.

Stimuli and Procedure of Experiment 3
Red vertical gratings and green horizontal gratings of 30% contrast were
presented to different eyes. The size of these grating stimuli was 2.9° X 2.9° and
their spatial frequency was approximately 1 cycle per degree. Before the
experiment began, the contrast of context words was adjusted individually for
each observer such that the observers could recognize the embedded context
words when the horizontal grating was dominant but could not recognize them
when the vertical grating was dominant. This calibration was conducted using an
iterative procedure in which the contrast of the context word was set to the
highest contrast at which the observer could not report any of 3 consecutive
words but one level below the contrast at which at least one word could be
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reported. Across observers this resulted in the luminance of the context words
ranging between 50% and 70% of the grating contrast (mean = 67%). The trial
type cues were the capital letters ‘V’ or ‘H’ drawn in the same font and size as the
words and presented at fixation. All other aspects of stimuli were identical to
Experiment 1.

Figure 3a illustrates the stimulus sequence used in Experiment 3. Each trial
began with a cue indicating whether the observers were supposed to trigger the
presentation of context word when the vertical or horizontal grating was
dominant. If the capital letter V was presented before the trial, observers had to
wait until the vertical grating became dominant and pressed a button to trigger
the context word onset. If the capital letter H was presented, observers had to
wait until the horizontal grating became dominant to trigger the presentation of
the context word. This instruction letter was presented for 1 sec and the rival
gratings were presented immediately thereafter. Once observers reported
achieving the instructed dominance, the contrast of context words increased for
70 msec and then decreased for 70 msec with a sine wave profile whose period
was 280 msec. The rival gratings remained visible for 200 msec after the offset of
the context word. After a 500-msec fixation period, a target word was presented
for 1 sec. On each trial following an ‘H’ cue (i.e., dominance trials) they were
asked to perform a semantic judgment task in which they pressed one button on
the game pad to indicate related and a different button to indicate unrelated. The
button mappings were counterbalanced as in Experiment 1. On trials following
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the ‘V’ cues (suppression trials), the participants were also instructed to indicate
that they recognized the context word due to incomplete suppression by pressing
a third designated button with their right-hand thumb. The set of word stimuli and
all other procedures were identical to Experiment 1.

Stimuli and Procedure of Experiment 4
We compiled 384 semantically related pairs of words used in the previous
studies (Besner et al., 1990; Luck et al., 1996; Oseaghdha and Marin, 1997;
Brown et al., 2006). We then divided them into the eight sets. In each set, there
were 48 semantically related pairs of words.1 The number of letters in each word
ranged from 3 to 7. To precisely control for the stimulus energy associated with
word length, the number of letters that comprised the prime and target words was
closely matched across these eight sets such that the mean number of letters
was 4.71 for the prime words and 4.73 for the target words. In addition, the
frequency of word length was matched across these eight sets. This effectively
eliminated physical stimulus differences associated with word length between the
words sets. As described below, these eight sets of word pairs were then
counterbalanced across presentation conditions and observers.

To induce interocular suppression, dynamic random texture patterns were
created similar to those in Experiment 1. Each randomly generated texture
pattern consisted of 40 X 40 cells and the size of this whole pattern was 4.7° X
4.7 °. Cells of the texture patterns were randomly filled with red colors of two
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luminance levels with approximately equal frequency. This manipulation provides
a better control across trials in terms of stimulus energy compared the Mondrian
frames used in Experiments 1 and 2 in which there was more variability in the
local contrast across frames. The mean luminance level was approximately equal
to the background (i.e., 28 cd/m2). On each trial, three frames of the random
texture patterns were presented immediately after one another for 100 msec
each to create dynamically changing suppressive stimuli. The target word or
letter string was presented for 100 msec with the second frame of the random
texture patterns. All other aspects of stimuli were identical to those in Experiment
1.

Experiment 4 consisted of three sessions; a calibration session, the main
experimental session, and a confirmation session. The goal of the calibration
session was to determine multiple stimulus energy levels in preparation for the
main experiment. The goal of the confirmation session was to measure the
visibility levels resulting from the stimulus energy levels set during the calibration
session and to assess any changes that occurred during the experimental
session. This confirmation session was necessary because it was likely that
increased discrimination performance would result from dark adaptation during
the main experiment session (Purcell et al., 1983).

We used two tasks for the calibration and the confirmation sessions; a lexicaldecision task and a feature-discrimination task. The logic behind our use of the
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lexical-decision task was that it would indicate at what luminance level people
could extract enough information from the word stimuli to know that some word,
or word-like stimulus, was presented. The feature-discrimination task set a lower
benchmark in determining at what luminance level the basic features of words
(i.e., letter strings) could be extracted. In the lexical-decision task, observers had
to determine whether a given letter string was a word or a non-word. Words were
randomly drawn from the 768 different words used to create 8 sets of
semantically related pairs of words. Non-words were created by randomly mixing
the alphabetical letters in which the frequency of each letter was drawn from the
distribution of alphabetical letters of those 768 words. In addition, the letter-string
length was also drawn from the distribution of word length of the 768-word list. In
the feature discrimination task, observers had to determine whether a given
stimulus was composed of homogeneous Os or Xs (e.g., XXXX versus OOOO).
The length of this homogeneous letter string was randomly chosen from the
same word length frequency distribution used to create non-words as described
above. We assumed that this feature-discrimination task was easier at the same
stimulus energy level compared to lexical-decision task because X is easily
distinguishable from O due to these letters being composed of different simple
features (Treisman and Gelade, 1980). In addition, even a single character or a
fraction of a single character is as informative as to the whole letter string.

During the calibration session, we empirically derived four stimulus energy levels.
First, we set the high stimulus energy level by adjusting the contrast of the
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random texture pattern and the letter string so that observers could reliably
perform the lexical decision task under interocular suppression. Because
observers can perform a lexical-decision task with partially visible stimuli, the
contrast of the random texture pattern was adjusted such that observers could
recognize all the individual letters. This procedure was conducted such that
observers had to report all characters of a given random letter string (length was
less than 4) verbally and the experimenter confirmed its visibility across a
sequence of ten trials. The contrast of the random texture pattern set at this
stage was used for all other tasks and sessions for that observer. Second, we set
the lowest stimulus energy level in which accuracy of the lexical decision task
without interocular suppression was approximately 90% correct (15 word and 15
non-word samples). Third and fourth, the stimulus energy levels that resulted in
threshold level lexical-decision task performance and threshold level featurediscrimination task performance were obtained with a staircase procedure (2 up
1 down) with dichoptic presentation of the random texture patterns (thresholds
set to approximately 75% correct for each task).

Figure 4a illustrates the stimulus sequence of the semantic judgment task. A
fixation point was presented dichoptically for 900 msec. A context word was
presented monocularly for 100 msec and a 400 msec blank period followed in
which the fixation point was presented dichoptically. The random texture pattern
was then presented for 300 msec to the eye opposite to the context word. The
random texture changed its pattern every 100 msec while a target word was
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presented for 100 msec with the second random texture pattern. Observers
judged whether the target word was related or unrelated to the context word
using the gamepad. Related and unrelated responses were associated with two
buttons using the left and the right index fingers (counterbalanced across
observers).

In the main experimental session, observers performed the semantic judgment
task with the four stimulus energy levels obtained during the calibration session.
Note that we recorded electrophysiological responses only while observers were
performing the semantic judgment task during the ~3 hour experimental session.
From the 8 sets of related word pairs, four sets were used to create related pairs
for the four visibility levels and the other four sets were used to produce
unrelated pairs, for a total of 384 trials. In addition, we also included 48 trials in
which only context words and random texture patterns were presented without
target words to measure the neural response elicited by only the random texture
patterns. All of these word-pair types and stimulus energy levels produced a
total of 432 trials that were randomly interleaved. We counterbalanced the
experimental factors across observers, resulting in 16 different combinations.

In the confirmation session, observers performed both the lexical decision and
the feature-detection tasks to determine the visibility levels accompanied with the
four stimulus energy levels. In the lexical-decision task, 60 words and 60 nonwords were presented such that 15 words and 15 non-words were assigned to
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each stimulus energy level. In the feature-detection task, 60 letter strings of Os
and another 60 letter stings of Xs were generated and assigned to the four
stimulus energy levels. Trials of the four stimulus energy levels were randomized
and the order of the two tasks were counterbalanced across observers. We also
measured the lexical-decision performance without interocular suppression at the
lowest energy level using 15 words and 15 non-words.

After all three sessions, we determined the high, intermediate and low visibility
levels from the four word stimulus energy levels used. For the high-visibility level,
we used the trials associated with the highest stimulus energy level (80%
contrast in average, 33%~94%). For the low-visibility level, we used the trials
associated with the lowest stimulus energy level obtained from the lexical
decision task without interocular suppression in which observer’s accuracy was
approximately 90%. This is because the feature discrimination task performance
tended to be above chance level but the lexical-decision performance was close
to chance at that level (15% contrast in average, 12%-21%). For the
intermediate-visibility level, we selected a single energy level out of the two
middle stimulus energy levels that produced near 75% correct performance of
the semantic-judgment task for each subject (28% contrast in average, 16%38%). This complex procedure was necessary to tightly control the stimulus
energy on an individual observer basis and to verify that the visibility of the
stimuli was being measured precisely.
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Results
Experiment 1: Continuous flash suppression
We first conducted a simple experiment to test whether semantic analysis occurs
in the absence of awareness during interocular suppression. As shown in Figure
1a, we presented a clearly visible context word that established a semantic
context and then presented a target word while a potent and dynamic stimulus
was presented to the other eye. This type of interocular suppression, called
continuous flash suppression (Tsuchiya and Koch, 2005), is particularly useful
because it is easy to control the timing of suppression, allowing us to time lock
the ERPs to the suppressed target words and determine whether the brain
extracted their meaning even before a behavioral response was ever made.

Figure 1 about here

We combinatorially created two semantic word-pair types (related and unrelated)
and two trial types (suppression and dioptic control). During the suppression
trials, a clearly visible context word was presented to both eyes and then a target
stimulus was presented to one eye while Mondrian patches were presented to
the other eye, as shown in Figure 1a. On dioptic control trials, the target stimulus
was embedded within the dominant Mondrian patches and was presented at the
same location to the other eye resulting in clearly visible target words. The
purpose of the dioptic control trials was to interleave baseline events in which
participants were aware of the targets and could, therefore, perform the task.
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This allowed us to verify that participants showed a normal N400 under viewing
conditions in which the words were clearly visible. The critical question was
whether we would observe an N400 on the suppression trials similar to the
waveforms measured during the dioptic control trials.

Behavioral performance indicated that observers were not aware of the meaning
of target words on suppression trials because accuracy was not different from the
chance level (50.2%, t(5) = 0.2017, p > 0.5). This was in sharp contrast to the
accuracy of the semantic judgment on dioptic control trials (i.e., 82.4%, t(5) =
8.47, p < 0.001).2

Figures 1b and 1c show the ERPs averaged across 6 observers from electrode
Cz and the N400 amplitudes from the dioptic control and suppression trials,
respectively. During the dioptic control trials, the ERP waveforms elicited by the
unrelated target words became more negative than the waveforms elicited by the
related target words approximately 300-400 msec after stimulus onset. The lower
panel of the figure shows topographical distribution of the N400 amplitude along
with the N400 amplitudes measured across the three key electrodes (Fz, Cz &
Pz, marked with large dots on the topographic map) used in previous studies of
the N400 (Kutas and Hillyard, 1980). These voltages were calculated by
subtracting the ERPs elicited by unrelated target words from the ERPs elicited by
the related target words within the temporal measurement window (i.e., 350-500
msec poststimulus), chosen based on previous N400 studies to minimize
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contamination from the P3 component, (e.g., see Vogel et al., 1998). The twoway repeated measures ANOVA with trial type (dioptic control versus
suppression) and channel (Fz, Cz and Pz) as factors showed only a significant
main effect of trial type [F(1,5) = 61.86, p < 0.001]. The N400 elicited by
dioptically presented targets was significant across all three electrodes, as
indicated by the significance marker (*) in Figures 1b and 1c. However, the N400
was completely absent on suppression trials.

Experiment 2: Continuous flash suppression with a longer target word duration
One might argue that the duration of the target presentation was too brief in
Experiment 1 to expect any processing in the absence of awareness. For this
reason, we increased the target presentation time and eliminated the interval
between context word offset and the Mondrian frame onset (Figure 2a).
Performance of the semantic relatedness judgment was not significantly different
from the chance level (51.95%, t(7)=1.17, p=0.28). This level of accuracy was in
sharp contrast to the accuracy of the semantic judgment on dioptic-control trials
(91.97%, t(7)=17.02, p<0.001).

Figure 2a and 2c show the averaged ERPs, across the 8 observers, elicited by
the target words from electrode Cz and the N400 amplitudes from the dioptic
control and suppression trials, respectively. Because the contrast of the target
words was gradually increased for 300 msec, the averaged ERPs were timelocked to the time point 100 msec after the beginning of this contrast increasing
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phase. Similar to Experiment 1, the ERP waveforms elicited by the unrelated
target words became more negative than the waveforms elicited by the related
target words during dioptic control trials approximately 350-400 msec, timelocked to the point of 33% contrast during the ramp up of the target word
contrast. In comparison, the ERPs from the related and unrelated target words
were similar during the suppression trials (Figure 2b). The N400 component
obtained with the temporal measurement window of 350 msec to 500 msec, and
the two-way ANOVA with trial type (dioptic control versus suppression) and
channel (Fz, Cz and Pz) as factors showed only a significant main effect of trial
type [F(1,7)=.12.69, p<0.01], replicating Experiment 1 even with the long target
word presentation time.

Figure 2 about here

Our results show that semantic analysis of word stimuli did not occur in the
absence of awareness when interocular suppression was induced by continuous
flashes of multiple Mondrian stimuli. However, one might argue that continuous
flash suppression attenuates the strength of the suppressed stimulus so
drastically that its residual effectiveness is nil. We know, after all, that continuous
flash suppression is much more robust than conventional binocular rivalry. With
conventional binocular rivalry, perception alternates spontaneously every few
seconds between the two dissimilar monocular stimuli, whereas with continuous
flash suppression perceptual dominance of one monocular stimulus (the
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Mondrian) may endure for half a minute or longer before the suppressed stimulus
achieves dominance. Moreover, probe detection tasks have shown that threshold
elevations during suppression phases induced by continuous flash suppression
are approximately 3 times larger than threshold elevations during suppression
phases of binocular rivalry (Tsuchiya and Koch, 2005; Tsuchiya et al., 2006). So
it is reasonable to question whether the absence of a neural signature of
semantic analysis outside of awareness in Experiment 1 and 2 might be
attributable to the potency of continuous flash suppression. This possibility led us
to measure the N400 component elicited by words presented outside of
awareness using binocular rivalry to induce interocular suppression.

Experiment 3: Binocular rivalry
Testing the hypothesis that semantic analysis is carried out during binocular
rivalry, unlike continuous-flash suppression, required us to make several
changes to our experimental procedures. This was necessary because
perception changes unpredictably during binocular rivalry and we needed
methods to ensure that we were presenting a stimulus to an eye that was either
dominant or suppressed. First, we used a vertical and a horizontal grating as the
rivaling stimuli and each context word was embedded within the central part of
the horizontal grating (Figure 3a). Observers triggered the presentation of a
context word such that they waited until the vertical pattern became dominant
(i.e., for suppression trials) or until the horizontal pattern became dominant (i.e.,
for dominance trials), and then pressed a designated button to trigger the brief
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presentation of the context word. The order of dominance and suppression trials
was randomized and the trial type was cued prior to each trial. Second, instead
of presenting a competing stimulus that interfered with the visibility of target
words (as in Experiment 1 and 2), the visibility of the context words was
challenged by rivalry suppression and target words were clearly presented to
both eyes at the end of the trial. This change is critical for controlling the interval
between the context and target words presentations. If a clearly visible context
word was presented, then the interval between the context and target word could
vary between trial types because the onset and duration of dominance phases
are unpredictable on each trial during binocular rivalry. Third, in order to reduce
perceptual reversals induced by visual transients (Walker and Powell, 1979;
Blake et al., 1990), target words were gradually introduced by increasing and
then decreasing their contrast. Finally, despite these countermeasures we
anticipated that on a subset of trials observers might actually see the context
word due to dominance reversals, so we also provided another button with which
observers could indicate a trial when they clearly saw the context word. Note that
the procedure described above is similar to the procedure used by Zimba and
Blake (1983).

Figure 3 about here

Behavioral performance of the semantic judgment task on dominance trials was
highly accurate (90.3%, t(7) = 26.68, p < 0.001). In contrast, the observers’
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responses on suppressed trials were not different from chance (51.0%, t(7) =
0.51, p > 0.5).

Figure 3b and 3c show the ERPs averaged across 8 observers from electrode Cz
and the N400 amplitudes from dominance and suppression trials, respectively.
Similar to our findings from Experiment 1, the ERPs elicited by unrelated relative
to related target words on dominance trials produced an N400 beginning
approximately 300-400 msec after the onset of target word. Consistent with this
observation, N400 amplitudes (shown at the lower panel of each figure) obtained
from three key electrodes (Fz, Cz and Pz) were significantly modulated by the
semantic relatedness of the target word to the clearly presented context word.
However, no significant N400 was elicited on suppressed trials. That is, the
waveforms across all three key electrodes were not significantly modulated by
the semantic relatedness of the context and target words, mirroring performance
of the semantic judgment task on these trials. As with Experiment 1 and 2, the
two-way ANOVA revealed a significant difference between dominance and
suppression trials [F(1,7) = 8.46, p < 0.05].

An additional facet of the findings from Experiment 3 was revealed when we
examined the behavioral and ERP data from individual observers. Even though
no statistically significant N400 was observed in the grand average waveforms
during the suppression trials, the ERP waveforms elicited by unrelated target
words on these trials were numerically more negative than those elicited by
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related target words (Figure 3c). For a subset of the observers, the N400
amplitudes during suppression trials were comparable to those elicited during the
dominance trials. This suggests that for some of our observers the context
words on suppression trials may have been at least partially visible on a
proportion of trials. Support for this hypothesis came from an analysis in which
we sorted the participants based on their rates of discarding trials due to
incomplete suppression and examined the N400s elicited.

Recall that we asked observers to report when they could recognize the context
word presented during the suppression phase of rivalry and discard these trials.
We reasoned that observers who became aware of context words due to weak or
incomplete suppression would have discarded more trials. To maintain sufficient
statistical power to examine the relationship between discard rate and N400
effects, we split the observers into two groups based on the median of the
discard rate: a high-discard group and a low-discard group. The discard rates of
these two groups were significantly different [t(6) = 4.60, p < 0.01, the mean
discard rate was 7±3.8% (mean ±S.D.) for the low-discard group and 18±3.8%
for the high-discard group] even though the semantic judgment performance was
similar between these two groups. Mean accuracy on dominance trials was
90.5±4.4% and 90±4.8% for the high and low discard rate groups and the mean
accuracy on the suppression trials was 49±6.4% and 53±4.2% for the high- and
the low-discard group, respectively. A two-way mixed design ANOVA with trial
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type (dominance versus suppression) and group (high versus low) resulted in no
difference in accuracy between the high and low groups [F(1,6) = 0.52, p = 0.50].

With this chance level semantic judgment performance in the suppression trials
in mind, we then looked at the amplitude of the N400 in these two groups. Figure
3d and 3e shows that N400 amplitudes obtained from the high-discard group
(Figure 3d) and the low-discard group (Figure 3e) for both the dominance and the
suppression trials. A two-way mixed model ANOVA revealed that there is a
significant interaction between group (high versus low discard rate) and trial type
(dominance versus suppression) [F(1,6) = 12.80, p < 0.05]. Consistent with this
statistical observation, N400 amplitudes during all dominance and suppression
trials for the high-discard rate group are significantly different from zero whereas
the N400 amplitudes are only significantly different from zero during dominance
trials of the low-discard rate group (as indicated by the significance marker [*] in
the figure).

In one way, these findings suggest that observers may have adopted a higher
criterion for the semantic relatedness judgment on suppression trials than
dominance trials, particularly participants in the high-discard group. This is
consistent with the idea that our observers had to perform the additional task of
reporting when they became aware of the context words on suppression trials
and these dual-task demands could have led to the adoption of a higher criterion
than on the single-task trials of the dominance condition, resulting in chance level
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semantic judgment performance. Thus, when we categorized the data from the
observers based on their behavioral report of the words breaking suppression,
and their becoming aware of the word, it appears that words that were
incompletely suppressed (i.e., partially visible) did elicit an N400 showing that
they were semantically processed. Alternatively, the observers in the highdiscard group may have processed the context words during suppression with
greater efficiency than did observers in the low-discard group (e.g., due to faster
reading abilities);.this could also explain why high-discard observers also
reported a greater proportion of "perceived" trials. Essentially, for the highdiscard rate observers the stimulus and timing parameters of the experiment
were closer to the optimum values for placing the stimuli at threshold for a
significant N400 to be observed in the absence of awareness.

These competing explanations motivated Experiment 4 where we explicitly
examined whether different levels of visibility (i.e., stimulus parameters) could
elicit different degrees of semantic analysis. In Experiment 4, we directly
addressed the contributions of stimulus visibility and subjective criterion levels by
parametrically manipulating the visibility of stimuli during interocular suppression
within each observer. This more precise quantification would then tell us whether
the N400 is truly absent when people are unaware of the suppressed stimuli, as
Experiment 1, 2 and 3 suggest.

Experiment 4: Interocular suppression across multiple visibility levels
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The notion of stimulus visibility has been a central issue when determining
whether semantic analysis occurs in the absence of awareness. Over the past 30
years, the subliminal priming procedure has contributed a large body of empirical
evidence following the seminal work of Marcel (1983). In this procedure,
observers respond to clearly visible target words followed by masked prime
words. To insure that observers are not aware of the masked prime words, prime
visibility has been measured separately with observers performing several types
of discrimination and detection tasks involving the masked prime words
themselves. Several studies report that even when discrimination of the masked
primes is at chance, observers’ responses to the target words are faster when
the target words are semantically related to the prime words (Greenwald et al.,
1996; Dehaene et al., 1998; Kunde et al., 2003). However, this literature
underscores that, from a methodological perspective, determining whether or not
semantic analysis occurs in the complete absence of awareness is a non-trivial
matter (Adams, 1957; Eriksen, 1960; Merikle and Reingold, 1998). Specifically,
several studies found that facilitated responses to target words were correlated
with the prime words’ visibility using rigorous measures of whether the primes
were seen (Nolan and Caramaz, 1982; Dark, 1988; Kouider and Dehaene,
2007). In addition, the procedure of having participants discriminate the masked
prime words has been criticized because the difficulty of discriminating items
near threshold may promote higher rates of guessing when observers give up on
the task (Pratte and Rouder, 2009).
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With these concerns in mind, in Experiment 4 we directly varied the visibility of
the suppressed stimulus across multiple levels to probe for the presence of
semantic processing in the absence of awareness. This allowed us to directly
manipulate stimulus visibility and assess contributions of decision criteria in a
controlled manner. Our manipulation also allowed us to rule out the possibility
that semantic analysis of interocularly suppressed stimuli occurs, but so far we
have only tested for its presence in situations where the effective stimulus
strength is too weak to possibly support such processing.

Figure 4 about here

We manipulated the stimulus visibility parametrically by varying the stimulus
energy of the words relative to the suppressing stimuli and, thus, suppression
strength within a stimulus sequence similar to Experiment 1 (see Figure 4a).
Specifically, we set three levels of visibility individually for each observer by
manipulating the luminance of the words and the suppressing stimuli. At one
extreme, we set a high-visibility level titrated such that observers could reliably
recognize the dichoptically presented word stimuli (i.e., with an accuracy
between 90 and 95%). Based on the previous two experiments, we expected to
observe a robust N400 at the high-visibility level. At the other extreme, a lowvisibility level was set such that observers could not determine the meaning of
the word stimuli but they could extract some of the basic features of stimuli (i.e.,
some fragment of the letters in the words). We did this because stringent
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experimental conditions in which even simple features cannot be extracted may
preclude any processing in the absence of awareness (Gaillard et al., 2006). If
the N400 is obtained at this low-visibility level, as in high-discard group of
Experiment 3, this would provide a lower boundary where semantic processing
occurs in the absence of awareness without being being attributable to
differences in subjective decision criteria, as was possible in the task used in
Experiment 3. In between the extreme levels of visibility, we set an intermediate
level such that observers could extract the meaning of word stimuli significantly
above the chance level.

Previous research has indicated that this intermediate-visibility level is critical.
Previously, Luck and colleagues (1996; 1998) measured the N400 amplitude
while disrupting the processing of target words during attentional blink and
masking by simultaneous visual noise so that behavioral accuracies of these two
distinct manipulations produced essentially the same intermediate levels of
discrimination accuracy (i.e., approximately 60% with 50% being chance). The
N400 elicited by target words presented during the attentional blink was
comparable to the N400 elicited by targets presented during baseline trials that
resulted in near ceiling levels of discrimination accuracy. In contrast, the N400
elicited by target words presented simultaneously with visual masking noise was
attenuated compared to the response to the baseline target words. This previous
work demonstrates that some manipulations, such as simultaneous masking, that
result in moderate disruptions of awareness of target words are due to
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interference with perceptual processing that disrupts the N400, whereas
manipulations of awareness that operate after semantic analysis, such as
processing during the attentional blink, result in a perfectly normal N400. By
including this intermediate-visibility level we sought to determine whether
moderate impairments in discrimination accuracy would be accompanied by
attenuation of the N400 or a normal N400.

We predicted that if semantic processing consistently occurs at this intermediatevisibility level, the amplitude of the N400 should be comparable to when the
stimuli are clearly visible (i.e., the high-visibility level). This prediction is also
consistent with several priming studies (Abrams and Greenwald, 2000; Costello
et al., 2009). On the other hand, if interocular suppression operates to interfere
with the processing of visual input and, thereby, provides degraded the visual
input to the brain areas that perform semantic analysis, then we predicted that
the averaged N400 would be attenuated at the intermediate-visibility level relative
to the words presented at the high-visibility level, similar to when physically
degraded stimuli are provided (Vogel et al., 1998).

Figure 4b shows the behavioral performance obtained from the feature
discrimination (green), the lexical decision (red) and the semantic judgment tasks
(blue) across the three visibility levels (as described in the Method section). The
lexical-decision task performance without interocular suppression at the lowest
stimulus energy level is plotted with the dotted black line and the chance level
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performance (50%) is represented as a solid black line. A repeated measures,
two-way ANOVA with factors of task (feature discrimination, lexical decision or
semantic judgment) and visibility level (high, intermediate or low) verified that
accuracy in the three tasks decreased significantly with decreasing visibility level
[F(2,30) = 116.11, p < 0.001]. In particular, performance at the low visibility levels
demonstrates the effectiveness of our stimulus manipulation. That is, chance
level semantic judgment performance and above chance level feature
discrimination performance indicate that interocular suppression was well
established but not so potent as to abolish all traces of the representation of the
suppressed words.

Figures 4c, 4d, and 4e show the averaged ERPs from electrode Cz for the three
visibility levels and the N400 amplitudes. The black curve in Figure 4e shows the
ERPs elicited by the monocular random texture pattern alone. At the highvisibility level, the semantically unrelated target words elicited a more negativegoing potential between 350 and 450 msec poststimulus compared to the
waveforms elicited by semantically related target words. This N400 reflects the
neural response during conscious semantic analysis (as verified by the extensive
behavioral calibration and testing, Figure 4b). In contrast, Figure 4d shows that
the amplitude of N400 component was attenuated at the intermediate-visibility
level. At the low-visibility level the N400 was again absent such that both the
related and unrelated words produced ERP responses that were
indistinguishable. A two-way ANOVA with the factors of electrode (Pz, Cz, and
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Fz) and visibility level (high, intermediate, and low) confirmed that there was a
significant effect of the visibility level on the amplitude of the voltage difference
between related and unrelated words [F(2,30)=29.16, p<0.001].3 Next we ran a
three-way ANOVA with only the two critical visibility levels (high and
intermediate) and the factors of electrode (Pz, Cz, and Fz) and trial type (related
and unrelated. This resulted in a significant effect of visibility level
[F(1,15)=46.60, p<0.001], electrode site [F(2,30)=8.17, p<0.01], and trial type
[F(1,15)=76.80, p<0.001]. The latter two main effects verify that the N400 we
observed differing between the high and intermediate visibility levels had the
defining features of sensitivity to violations of semantic context and a distribution
with a frontocentral maximum. This significant effect of visibility level between
high and intermediate conditions confirms the predictions of an account in which
the brain areas processing semantic information receive degraded
representations from the suppressed eye.

This attenuation in both the ERP response and behavioral performance is similar
to the attenuation of the N400 obtained when the target stimuli are physically
degraded with simultaneous masking noise (Vogel et al., 1998). More
importantly, given that observers could see some features at the low-visibility
level (i.e., X or O), the absence of the N400 at that visibility level strongly
indicates that semantic analysis does not occur in the absence of awareness of
the meaning of a stimulus when induced by interocular suppression.
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Discussion
The findings of all four experiments converge in demonstrating that no N400 is
observed when a critical word is completely erased from awareness by
interocular suppression. This was despite the fact that we measured the N400
during two types of interocular suppression. It is well established that the N400 is
the process-specific electrophysiological index of semantic analysis of words,
pictures, sounds, and smells (Kutas, & Federmeier, 2000; 2011). Our findings
definitively show that stimuli completely suppressed from awareness do not
engage those processes involved in semantic analysis that are tapped by the
N400. We cannot, of course, rule out the possibility that there exists neural
activity in the brain related to semantic analysis that fails to register using
noninvasive electrophysiological measurements.

Stimulus visibility matters
Our parametric manipulation of stimulus energy produced different levels of
visibility and, thus, different degrees of awareness during interocular
suppression. The pattern of N400 results we obtained allows us to draw strong
conclusions about the nature of semantic processing during such suppression.
Specifically, we found that the N400 was attenuated with increasing magnitude of
suppression and became absent when performance of the semantic relatedness
judgment approached chance (i.e., 50%) despite the fact that simple feature
information could be extracted. These findings are similar to the patterns of N400
activity obtained when target words are physically degraded by superimposed
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masking visual noise (Vogel et al., 1998). Thus, our findings across Experiments
1, 2, 3 and 4, provide converging evidence that semantic analysis does not occur
in the absence of awareness during interocular suppression.

This conclusion is striking because previous research has found that the N400 is
sensitive enough to measure semantic processing of information during other
paradigms that impair awareness, such as the attentional blink (Luck et al., 1996;
Giesbrecht et al., 2007). Below we describe how the integrative framework of the
global neuronal workspace theory reconciles these results with previous findings
that seemingly show semantic analysis of stimuli subjected to interocular
suppression.

Global neuronal workspace theory
The biological basis of consciousness has been studied extensively by
neuroscientists and a number of models have been proposed (see a review
Edelman et al., 2011). Among these models, the dichotomies of phenomenal and
access consciousness (Block, 2005) and conscious and unconscious processing
(Cheesman and Merikle, 1986; Greenwald et al., 1996) have been criticized on
theoretical and methodological grounds (Holender and Duscherer, 2004; Kouider
and Dehaene, 2007; Kouider et al., 2010). Instead, we believe that the global
neuronal workspace theory provides a useful framework for explaining a large
body of empirical evidence obtained from visual masking, attention paradigms
and now interocular suppression.
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According to the global neuronal workspace theory, sensory information is
consciously available for high-level processing when bidirectional, self-sustained
activation loops are established between the sensory and workspace neurons
distributed over several brain areas, including prefrontal and parietal cortices
(Dehaene et al., 2001; Dehaene et al., 2003). Under this framework, Dehaene
and colleagues (Dehaene et al., 2006; Kouider and Dehaene, 2007)
distinguished two types of non-conscious states: the subliminal and the
preconscious states. In the subliminal state, sensory information is too weak to
reach the workspace whereas in the preconscious state the sensory information
is fed into the workspace but it does not receive top-down amplification.

The preconscious and subliminal distinction accounts for empirical differences
between states of awareness using visual masking and attentional paradigms in
previous studies (Dehaene et al., 2006). The global neuronal workspace theory
proposes that stimulus visibility (i.e., stimulus energy) determines whether a
given stimulus is processed under the subliminal and preconscious state.
Sergent & Dehaene (Sergent and Dehaene, 2004) asked observers to rate the
visibility of a target stimulus during visual masking and attentional blink
paradigms. In an attentional-blink paradigm, they found that subjective ratings
produced a discrete bimodal distribution while the temporal proximity of the two
targets was varied (see also similar result in Vul et al., 2009). This means that
observers either could recognize the targets with confidence or could not
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recognize the targets at all. In contrast, in a visual masking paradigm the
subjective ratings spread out when the temporal proximity of the target and the
mask is varied, resulting in a unimodal distribution of rating across the visibility
scale. In other words, the visual representation of a target is degraded with
increasing strength of visual masking.

Consistent with the stimulus level dependent difference between visual masking
and attentional blink paradigms, the presence or absence of the N400 indicates
that semantic analysis in the absence of awareness occurs during the attentional
blink but not masking paradigms. In attention blink studies, comparable N400s
were elicited by target words that were missed during the attentional blink and
target words were consciously available (Luck et al., 1996; Giesbrecht et al.,
2007). In contrast, Brown and Hagoort (1993) found no N400 when the
discrimination of masked words was near chance during a subliminal priming
procedure (see also Reiss and Hoffman, 2006, but see Deacon, Hewitt, Yang, &
Nagata, 2000; Kiefer, 2002). This implies that stimuli are registered and analyzed
within the workspace during the attentional blink, but in visual masking
feedforward activity produced by sensory stimulation progressively dies out and
fails to be registered within the higher-level workspace and, thus, precludes
semantic processing.

How, then, can we understand the processing characteristics of invisible stimuli
due to interocular suppression? In the context of global neuronal workspace
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theory, interocular suppression is similar to visual masking in the nature of
processing which denies a stimulus access to awareness. This is because
stimulus visibility gradually changes with stimulus energy level in interocular
suppression, as revealed by the clear difference between performance using the
feature discrimination, semantic-relatedness judgment and lexical-decision tasks
at the intermediate visibility level. Stimulus processing, in other words, is
sensitive to the stimulus energy level even though that stimulus does not
compete for the attention of the observer. Note, however, that in comparing
masking and interocular suppression, we do not intend to imply that the two
phenomena arise from common neural processes. Indeed, there are reasons to
believe that is not the case (Tse et al., 2005; Breitmeyer et al., 2008) at least
when it comes to backward masking (but see Baker and Graf, 2009 for a
discussion of the equivalence of interocular suppression and dichoptic,
simultaneous masking).

When a partially visible stimulus is informative
How then can we explain previous results showing high-level processing in the
absence of awareness during interocular suppression? Kouider and his
colleagues (Kouider and Dupoux, 2004; Kouider and Dehaene, 2007; Kouider et
al., 2010) proposed the partial awareness hypothesis by advancing the tripartite
distinction of the global neuronal workspace theory. This hypothesis states that
representations are hierarchically organized (from low-level features to high-level
representations of meaning) and observers can access these different levels of
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representation independently. Specifically, they proposed that partial awareness
is due to the brain combining representations across levels while being aware of
information at low levels and unaware of the representations at higher levels (for
a related proposal see Di Lollo et al., 2000).

This partial-awareness hypothesis can explain a large body of empirical results
from the subliminal priming procedure and anomalous findings claiming semantic
processing in the absence of awareness (Kouider and Dupoux, 2004; Pratte and
Rouder, 2009). In particular, Kouider and Dupoux (2004) found that faster
reaction times in the masked priming procedure were associated with chance
level performance in a lexical-decision task, but above chance performance in a
feature-discrimination task. Considering that a small set of prime and target
stimuli are often repeatedly used and, thus, a partially visible stimulus is
informative (Lupker, 1986), Kouider and Dupoux argued that consciously
available partial information produced an illusion of subliminal semantic
processing.

Similar illusions of subliminal semantic processing appear to account for findings
from previous interocular suppression studies. These studies also used a small
set of stimuli that were presented repeatedly. This means that discrimination
performance being at chance may not have been a sensitive enough objective
measure of awareness because the ability to discriminate a couple of features
may have been sufficient to infer the meaning (Williams et al., 2004; Fang and
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He, 2005; Jiang et al., 2006; Almeida et al., 2008). This concern can also be
applied to the measure of suppression duration as a proxy for awareness if the
same stimuli are used more than once, because observers may have utilized
partially available information to infer the object that was presented (Jiang and
He, 2006; Yang et al., 2007). Considering, however, that all these studies used
images of object rather than words, we cannot rule out the possibility that object
meaning is registered during suppression.
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Footnotes
1

These word pair sets are available for download and inspection.

2

The performance in dioptic-control trials of Experiment 1 was poor (82.4%)

compared to dioptic-control trials of Experiment 2 (91.97%) and high-visibility
trials of Experiment 4 (92.4%). We think this relatively low level of performance is
due to the difficulty of recognizing target words embedded within the Mondrian
frames within a short period of time based on observers’ spontaneous reports
after the experiment.
3

It is fairly well known among ERP researchers that there are individual

differences in the morphology of ERP components (Luck, 2005; Woodman,
2010). However, the effect of our visibility manipulation on the N400
(semantically related versus unrelated) was strikingly consistent across
observers. To demonstrate the robustness of this pattern of effects at the
individual-subject level we have made these data available for download for the
interested reader.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. The stimuli and results of Experiment 1. a) Illustration of stimulus
sequence of Experiment 1 (related-pair type of a suppression trial). Context word
(ORANGE) is presented to the two eyes for one second and the first Mondrian
frame is presented to one eye after the 1 second fixation. Four Mondrian frames
are presented in sequence, one every 100 msec. The target word (APPLE) is
presented the other eye for 100 msec with the third Mondrian frame. b)-c)
Results of Experiment 1 (N=6). Event-related potential (ERP) waveforms and the
N400 amplitude obtained from b) dioptic-control and c) suppression trials. ERP
waveforms elicited by the related targets are drawn in blue and by the unrelated
targets are drawn in red. The shaded regions of matching color indicate the ±1
S.E. between subjects. The lower panel of each figure shows the N400
amplitude measured for all electrodes represented by topographical map and the
N400 amplitude of the three key electrodes (Fz, Cz and Pz) are plotted at the
right side of the topographical map. The N400 amplitude was obtained from the
difference waves (unrelated pairs – related pairs) during the temporal window of
350-500 msec after the onset of the target word. The N400 amplitudes of the
topograhical map are color coded as shown with the color bar of Figure 1b and ttest significance is indicated by the significance marker (* for p<0.05 and ** for
p<0.01) for the N400 amplitudes of the three key electrodes.

Figure 2. The stimuli and results of Experiment 2. a) Illustration of stimulus
sequence of Experiment 2 (related-pair type of a suppression trial). Context word
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(ORANGE) is presented to the two eyes for one second and the first Mondrian
frame is presented to one eye immediately. Seven Mondrian frames are
presented in sequence, one every 100 msec. The target word (APPLE) is
presented the other eye after 100msec blank interval. The contrast of target word
was gradually increased for the first 300msec and remained for another
300msec. b)-c) Results of Experiment 2 (N=8). Event-related potential (ERP)
waveforms and the N400 amplitude obtained from b) dioptic-control and c)
suppression trials. Details are identical to Figure 1b and 1c.

Figure 3. The stimuli and results of Experiment 3. a) Illustration of stimulus
sequence of Experiment 3. The vertical and the horizontal gratings were
presented to different eyes. Once observers reported achieving the instructed
dominance specified at the beginning of each trial by either V (the vertical
grating, on suppression trials) or H (the horizontal grating, on dominance trials),
the contrast of context word increased and decreased gradually. The fixation was
presented after the offset of the rival patterns for 500 msec and then the target
word was presented for semantic judgment task. b)-e) Results of Experiment 3
(N=8). ERP waveforms and the N400 amplitude obtained from b) dominance and
c) suppression trials. Details are identical to Figure 1b and 1c. The N400
amplitude at the three key electrodes (Fz, Cz and Pz) of d) the high-discard rate
group and e) the low-discard rate group from both dominance (purple) and
suppression (green) trials. Statistical significance associated with t-test is
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indicated by the significance marker of matching color (* for p<0.05, ** for p<0.01
and *** for p<0.001). Error bars indicate ±1 S.E.

Figure 4. The stimuli and results of Experiment 4. a) Illustration of stimulus
sequence of Experiment 4 (related pairs). Context word (ORANGE) is presented
to the one eye for 100 msec and the first random texture frame is presented to
the other eye after 400 msec of fixation. Three random texture frames are
presented in sequence, one every 100 msec. The target word (APPLE) is
presented dichoptically for 100 msec with the second random texture frame. b)
Behavioral results of Experiment 4 (N=16). Accuracy of the semantic-judgment
task (blue), lexcial-decision task (red) and feature-discrimination task (greeen)
are plotted across the three visibility levels. Error bars indicate ±1 S.E. The
chance level (50%) is plotted with the black solid line and the accuracy
associated with lexicial-decision task performance without interocular
suppression is plotted with the black dotted line. ERP waveforms and the N400
amplitude obtained from c) high d) intermediate and e) low-visibility levels.
Details are identical to Figure 1b and 1c. The black curve in e) represents ERP
waveform elicited by the monocular random texture pattern without target words.
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